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I. Abstract 

Contact level is the first metal (usually tungsten) connection level between the device and the 

Aluminum or Copper interconnects. Depending on the device type (CMOS, memories, photonic device) and 

technology node, contact patterning is in constant development to improve performance. At the contact 

cleaning step, we face many new challenges due to the metal or sensitive material exposure with the cleaning 

chemistry, the decrease of nominal dimensions and the increase of aspect ratio. In particular, new contact 

clean processes were developed for CMOS devices (28nm and 14nm nodes), and photonic devices, in order 

to be compatible with metal gate or germanium photodiode. 

In this study, we will compare the efficiency of these new cleaning processes with standard contact 

clean previously used for CMOS devices from 90nm down to 45nm nodes. We will also highlight cleaning 

efficiency in high aspect ratio structures, and optimized IPA drying capability on a single wafer cleaning tool.   

II. Introduction 

Contact level, usually made with tungsten, is the first metal connection level between the device and 

the Aluminum or Copper interconnects (Fig.1). However, depending on the device type (CMOS, memories, 

photonic device) and technology node, contact patterning is in constant development [1]. After the etching of 

the contact hole, we face many new challenges for the subsequent contact cleaning step due to the decrease of 

contact hole nominal diameter, the increase of structure aspect ratio, and to the metal or other sensitive material 

exposure to the cleaning chemistry. Contact holes are typically landed on silicided junctions to minimize the 

impact of the junction’s parasitic resistance on the device performance (gate and actives areas). Contact 

cleaning optimization was first related to the development of the metal silicide for subsequent technology 

nodes [2]. In this paper, contact cleaning optimization was driven by architecture and integration changes, 

leading to the exposure of metals or “sensitive materials” to the cleaning chemistry. We can cite for example, 

the use of metals in the gate stack for 28nm and 14nm nodes CMOS devices [3, 4]. In this case, the gate metal 

should be protected by the surrounding dielectric spacer, but it may be exposed if some defects create a 

pathway for chemistry infiltration. Another example is provided for 20nm/14nm technologies with the 

introduction of local interconnect constructs, also named “silicide trenches” filled with tungsten [5]. In this 

case some of the contact holes are landed on the standard silicide junctions and others are connected to the 

additional local tungsten wires. During the cleaning process, both materials are exposed to the same cleaning 

chemistry. Photonic devices provide an illustration of “sensitive” material integration. In these devices, the 

tungsten contacts are landed either on silicided junction or on pure germanium photodiodes [6, 7] (Fig.2). Pure 

germanium can be qualified as a sensitive material because of its poor stability in aqueous solutions. Further 

instability occurs when exposed to aqueous oxidizing solutions, rendering the cleaning steps very challenging 

to implement in the integration flow [8, 2]. 

For these applications, but also any application with metals exposed during the cleaning process, we 

face new constraints and new cleaning processes must be developed. Through continuous efforts made in the 

semiconductor industry to reduce process cost, it was demonstrated that the use of inorganic acid aqueous 

solutions (sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide mixture, also named SPM), often combined in a process 

sequence with basic aqueous solutions (ammonia and hydrogen peroxide mixture; also named standard clean 

1, SC1 or APM) are suitable for cleaning after contact hole etching [2]. These solutions are widely deployed 

both on batch tools (spray, immersion), and on single wafer tools. However, these oxidizing aqueous solutions 

are also good etchants for metals and germanium and not suitable for the contact cleaning process in these 

new architectures. Based on literature about contact cleaning on single wafer [9, 10] and on our experience 

about metal interconnections cleaning [11, 12, 13], we propose to use SC1 only or diluted hydrofluoric acid 
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